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Training Overview

The purpose of the RT-1 Certification is to provide users with a foundation in Rapid 

Drug Testing to help users improve their knowledge and skill.  Individuals that 

complete this certification should be comfortable understanding how to read a 

POCT.

To complete this certification,

10 things you will need to know:

1. What is a POCT?

2. What is a TEST LINE

3. What is a CONTROL LINE

4. What is an ASSAY

5. How to spot an INVALID result

6. How long to wait before reading a TEST LINE

7. What is the “Window of Accuracy”

8. Positive vs Non-negative

9. When and why to confirm a specimen



RT1 CERTIFICATION IS AWARDED upon completion of the knowledge 

assessment with 100% at the end of the course. 

Labb Reader Pro feature “Direct Read” is unlocked after completing RT3 (Level 2) 

only.

At the end of this Level 1 certification, you can print and frame your own certificate 

shown below or purchase a framed professionally printed set, which includes two 

Rapid Login badges for only $19 +S&H. 

The QR code on RT1 badge sets can also be used as a Rapid login badge by Labb 

Reader users (account required). The RT Certification is only available for graduates 

of the RT1 - Level 1 Certification.Labb Reader Pro feature “Direct Read” is unlocked 

after completing RT3 (Level 2) only.

Includes: Framed certificate, set of two Rapid Login Badges (1 wallet badge and 1 

lanyard badge)



Frequently Asked Questions

Q. Are the Wallet Badge and Lanyard Badge different?

A. No, the badges that are shown above are double-sided and each badge contains 

both the QR code side and the Name/Certification Level side. 

Q. Do I get a discount because I already have a badge?

A. No, however, you will be able to use both sets of badges 

Q. Will this Certification unlock any additional features on the Pro 

Reader?

A. At this time, the RT3 is required to unlock the Direct Read feature of the Pro Reader 

app. Direct Read allows users to directly read any rapid drug test kit and use the Pro 

Reader system. 

Q. What are the other Certifications available?

A. There is an RT3 certification that unlocks the Direct Read and when completed, users 

are officially PRO Certified and can use the RT 

designation on their business cards and certificates. There is also an LR (Labb Reader Pro) 

and an AD (Advanced Labb Reader systems

 administrator) certification as well. New certifications are in development for official 

collector certification and another for DOT coming soon. 

Questions? 877-868-9967 or info@labb.com



Section 1
Industry Terminology - Beginner



Industry Terminology - Beginner

There are a lot of different terms used in the drug testing industry. In an effort to make 
our communication consistent, we have created a list of common terms to help you un-
derstand the information we have provided. It is important to read over all terminology 

as some of it will be included in certification exam questions.

What is a POCT?  
 

Throughout this workbook, the abbreviation POCT will be used to replace “drug testing 

device”, “drug test kit”, and “rapid drug test”. POCT is an easy term that can help prevent 

confusion. In the industry, a drug test can be a laboratory test, it can be a result, and can 

be the process of taking a test. By using the term POCT in this lesson, you will know that it 

always refers to a rapid drug test kit. The definition is below. 

TERMINOLOGY 

POCT - is the abbreviation commonly used for "point-of-care-test". This term is not 

exclusive to drug testing and is used with other diagnostic tests such as strep A, mono, 

COVID-19, and pregnancy to name just a few.  

In this Workbook,  POCT will always refer to the rapid drug testing  device. 

POCT STRIPS or STRIPS - are the active elements or strips that absorb a DONOR's 

SPECIMEN and display a result using a series of TEST and CONTROL LINES.



ON A POCT

RESULT WINDOW LABEL - is a paper label that covers the TEST and CONTROL LINES of a 

POCT preventing unauthorized viewing. RESULT WINDOW LABELS are often used on both 

urine and oral fluid POCTs.

RESULT WINDOW - is the area on a POCT  where the drug test results (TEST and 

CONTROL LINES) will appear. 



INTERPRETATION KEY or LEGEND -the area on a POCT where the location and position of 

TEST and CONTROL LINES are outlined. Not all POCTS have INTERPRETATION KEYS printed 

directly on the device. Smaller POCTs do not have the physical space on the POCT 

HOUSING to print this legend. This key can also be found in the package insert materials 

of the POCT. 

TEST LINE -  is a visual indicator (line) that is designed to interact with the drugs in a 

DONOR SPECIMEN. TEST LINES only appear when DONOR SPECIMENS are NEGATIVE. 

The appearance of a TEST LINE, regardless of intensity, should be considered NEGATIVE.

CONTROL LINE - is a visual indicator (line) that is designed to interact and appear with 

any SPECIMEN regardless of drug or concentration of the drug.



TEMPERATURE STRIP - is a very important tool when using urine POCTs to help determine 

if the specimen provided is acceptable or if it has been substituted for another 

specimen.

IMPORTANT: The temperature strips on most POCTs are designed or calibrated to the 

specimen collection container. Generally speaking, most temperature strips only register 

specimens from 90-100 degrees F˚ which coincides with the acceptable collection 

testing range.



POCT RESULTS

NEGATIVE RESULT - the correct POCT result displayed when a DONOR’s SPECIMEN is 

drug-free or the amount of drug is below the testing threshold.

NON-NEGATIVE RESULT - the correct POCT result displayed when a DONOR’s SPECIMEN 

contains enough drug to exceed the testing threshold. 



POSITIVE RESULT - the correct Laboratory result reported when a DONOR’s SPECIMEN 

has been tested twice using two different methods whereby both methods detected 

the same drugs above the testing thresholds. 

INVALID RESULT - the POCT result generated a “C” CONTROL LINE on one or more POCT 

STRIPS is missing in the RESULT WINDOW

POCT INTERPRETATION ACCURACY -  the ability to correctly identify the POCT line 

development.

POCT RESULT RELIABILITY - the ability to document and prove after the test, that the 

POCT TEST and CONTROL LINES were developed and identified correctly.



DONOR - the individual that is providing a BIOLOGICAL SPECIMEN for drug testing. 

SPECIMEN -  urine, oral fluid, sweat, or hair collected from a DONOR for the purpose of 

testing.

INTERPRETATION - is the process of analyzing a POCT or lab instrument to determine if a 

DONOR’s SPECIMEN is POSITIVE, NON-NEGATIVE, or NEGATIVE for drugs.

DETECTION WINDOW - The length of time after drug use by a DONOR where the drug is 

detectable in a DONOR’s SPECIMEN.

ADULTERANT - any substance used in an attempt to alter, mask, invalidate or dilute a 

DONOR’s SPECIMEN in an effort to generate an erroneous result.

ADULTERATION TEST - is a screening process used to determine if a DONOR’s SPECIMEN 

is consistent with normal biological properties. 



WINDOW OF ACCURACY - the period of time in the line development of a POCT where 

the most accurate results are generated. For most drug POCTs this accuracy period exists 

between 5-minutes to 55-minutes.

SECURITY SEAL - is a tamper-evident label that is affixed to a SPECIMEN collection 

container or POCT that helps identify or prevent tampering.

CHAIN OF CUSTODY - the process of documenting a DONOR’s SPECIMEN whereby 

access and possession are controlled through a series of signatures, security seals, and 

possession documents.



Section 2
Specimen Types



There are currently only two DONOR SPECIMEN types used in POCT testing: URINE and 

ORAL FLUID.

URINE SPECIMEN - have been used in POCT devices for over twenty-five years and the 

technology is well developed.

Advantages: 

 - has a larger selection of tests

 - has a longer window to detect drugs

 - offers more FDA 510k/CLIA Waived options

 - has strong laboratory correlation

 - has strong ability to detect THC

Disadvantages:

 - hard to detect fake SPECIMEN if the collector is untrained

 - requires a bathroom for SPECIMEN collection

 - is difficult to observe SPECIMEN collection

SPECIMEN TYPES



ORAL FLUID SPECIMEN -  is a newer technology manufactured using similar technology 

to URINE POCTS.

Advantages: 

 - Difficult to substitute if the collector is trained

 - Collections are all observed

 - No bathroom is required

Disadvantages:

 - lab confirmation is difficult & may require a second SPECIMEN

 - is harder to collect sufficient SPECIMEN

 - has poor laboratory correlation

 - only able to detect recent use

 - offers fewer tests

 - has a poor ability to detect THC



WHICH SHOULD YOU USE?

In most cases, URINE is a much better SPECIMEN type to collect with POCTS. Although 

the ORAL FLUID SPECIMEN has some very helpful advantages in POCT testing, the short 

window of detection, challenge in confirming, and the inability to detect THC in any 

meaningful way, make ORAL FLUID a poor choice until the technology improves.



Section 3
POCT Formats



You are likely using just one or maybe two of the POCT types listed 
below. We have listed a brief description of each and a quick 

overview of how the specimen is collected.  

The FORMAT or HOUSING of a POCT is the structure that allows 
a SPECIMEN to be collected, transferred to the POCT STRIPS, and 

confirmed if required. 

Although there are many different brands of POCTs with minor 
feature differences, there are basically only 3 POCTs types on the 

market. 



Cassette Format
This is a POCT whereby the specimen is collected in a container and is transferred to the 

CASSETTE by dripping the SPECIMEN directly onto the POCT STRIPS.  The CASSETTE is 

sometimes referred to as a PIPETTE TEST.

OTHER NAMES:  Cassette tests, pipette tests.

COLLECTION METHOD: SPECIMEN is collected in a separate container and "transferred" 

to the POCT using a pipette or dropper bottle.



PROS:   It is generally a cost-effective, accurate format of POCT. Because CASSETTES 

control the amount and flow of SPECIMEN, the cut-off levels are generally more precise. 

CONS:  Requires the use of a pipette (eyedropper), can be messy and exposes the 

technician to close contact with DONOR SPECIMEN. 

HOW IT WORKS:  SPECIMEN is transferred directly to the POCT STRIPS using a liquid 

transfer pipette. The POCT begins to run when multiple drops of SPECIMEN are placed 

on the POCT STRIPS. CASSETTE results are consistently developed and ready for 

interpretation after 5 minutes. 

TIPS: Occasionally, the SPECIMEN will not flow immediately due to surface tension in the 

SAMPLE WELL. If after 10 seconds of adding donor specimen there is no visible flow on 

the POCT STRIP, tap the center of the SAMPLE WELL with your pipette tip. This should 

break any surface tension and allow flow to begin.



Insert Format
POCT DIPS are a format where the test strips are placed directly into the specimen. They 

can either be inserted directly or indirectly through the use of an absorbent material that 

is put into the SPECIMEN while in the donor’s mouth.

OTHER NAMES: Dip cards, Dips, Cards, Swab tests

COLLECTION METHOD: POCT is "inserted" directly into the DONOR SPECIMEN that has 

either been collected into a separate collection container or is inserted directly into the 

DONOR'S mouth.



PROS:   Can be cost-effective and are generally smaller in size. 

CONS:  May require additional supplies, may present collector to exposed SPECIMEN 

and may have design limitations that can lead to failure if used improperly. 

HOW IT WORKS:  POCT DIPS are inserted into a collected DONOR SPECIMEN for a short 

period of time. Once the POCT DIPS begin to run, the POCT can be removed from the 

DONOR SPECIMEN. 

TIPS: DO NOT INSERT THE DIP POCT TOO FAR INTO THE DONOR SPECIMEN. The chem-

icals on the POCT STRIPS can get “flooded” or washed away if the dip card is inserted 

too far. On certain DIP POCTS, chemicals on the STRIPS are near the edge of the POCT 

HOUSING.



Integrated Format
This is a format whereby a SPECIMEN is collected directly into the device that contains 

the POCT STRIPS. Some INTEGRATED products begin to run as soon as the SPECIMEN 

is collected. These “One-Step” POCTS offer faster results and are ideal for high-volume 

testing facilities. Some INTEGRATED POCTS have a delayed activation which does not run 

until action is taken by the collector.



OTHER NAMES: Integrated cups, cups, one-step cups, some Swab tests

COLLECTION METHOD: The POCT is used to collect the DONOR SPECIMEN and in most 

cases, the POCT begins to run as soon as the SPECIMEN is collected.

PROS:   Everything that is required to conduct a test is normally included. The collector is 

not exposed to DONOR SPECIMEN. The One-Step version of INTEGRATED POCTS allows 

for much higher testing throughput per hour. Confirmation can sometimes be performed 

using the same device.

CONS:  DONOR has access to the testing device. If DONOR is unable to provide a SPECI-

MEN, a POCT can be wasted on uncollected SPECIMENS. 

HOW IT WORKS:  DONOR provides SPECIMEN directly into the POCT housing. Once the 

lid is affixed by the DONOR, the test begins to run and the result can be visible about 1-2 

minutes faster than other POCTS. 

TIPS: If concerned about the DONOR providing a specimen, collection can be conduct-

ed in a separate container and transferred to the INTEGRATED POCT. Watch DONORS 

carefully and re-collect or re-test if tampering is suspected.



Section 4
POCT Results



The results or LINES on a POCT are displayed in the POCT RESULT WINDOW as shown 

below. A definition of the POCT RESULT WINDOW can be found in the Terminology 

section of a previous Lesson.

There are two types of POCT LINES that will appear in the RESULT WINDOW, a TEST LINE, 

and a CONTROL LINE. Every POCT STRIP contains at least 1 TEST LINE and 1 CONTROL 

LINE.  The position of each LINE is displayed in the INTERPRETATION KEY.  This key is 

usually printed directly above the RESULT WINDOW.

POCT RESULT WINDOW



When reading or interpreting POCTs, the first thing a reader should do is evaluate the line 

intensity and make sure the POCT STRIPS have finished developing and that a "C" CON-

TROL LINE is clearly visible. The lines will be completely developed in 5 minutes.  

If the "C" CONTROL LINE IS MISSING such as in the AMP and MET examples below, the 

POCT is invalid and the results should be discarded. Notice that the AMP assay has a clear 

TEST LINE. Unless the "C" CONTROL LINE also appears, the result is invalid.

Look at the THC ASSAY. Notice that there is a "C" CONTROL LINE and a "T" TEST LINE. 

When both lines are present, the POCT STRIP is considered NEGATIVE. 

Next, look at the COC ASSAY below. Notice that the "T" TEST LINE is missing and the 

"C" CONTROL LINE is present. When the TEST LINE is missing, the ASSAY is POSITIVE (or 

Non-Negative) and should be confirmed at a certified laboratory.

WHAT IS NEGATIVE AND WHAT IS  
NON-NEGATIVE?



There are two types of interpretation keys, a SINGLE-ASSAY KEY, and a MULTI-ASSAY KEY. 

The SINGLE-ASSAY KEY - this key is used where there is only 1 drug represented on any POCT 

STRIP. When only one drug is represented, the key is often printer beside the result window 

with a "C" for CONTROL LINE and a "T" for the TEST LINE. The drug name for the represented 

POCT STRIP is normally located directly above the RESULT WINDOW.

This example below shows a SINGLE ASSAY KEY printed around the RESULT WINDOWS for THC, 

COC, and AMP. Notice that each ASSAY has its own TEST LINE and CONTROL LINE.

Examples:

HOW TO READ AN INTERPRETATION KEY



This key is used where a single POCT STRIP contains more than one drug. When more 

than one drug is represented, the key is often printer above each strip in the order in 

which the lines will appear below.

This example shows the same three drugs as shown above, however, they are now on 

a single POCT STRIP. Notice that there is only 1 CONTROL LINE. MULTI-LINE POCT STRIPS 

only have 1 CONTROL LINE per strip and it is always positioned at the top POCT RESULT 

WINDOW (Or the last line the donor sample contacts) 

In this example, the order of the "C" (CONTROL LINE) and Drug abbreviations (TEST LINES) 

is the same as the order of the assay lines in the RESULT WINDOW. In some cases, the "C" 

CONTROL LINES and "T" TEST LINES are numbered.

Examples:

The Multi-Assay Key



Section 5
Rules for POCT Interpretation



Before starting to interpret and document a POCT result, there are five important rules 

to follow that will help improve the accuracy and reliability of any rapid drug testing 

program. 

RULE ONE - WAIT 5-MINUTES (Check Temperature First)

It takes at least 5-minutes for certain donor samples to develop enough to deliver 

“consistently accurate results”.  The time period is called the WINDOW OF ACCURACY.  

For POCTs, this window starts at 5 minutes and produces consistently accurate results up 

until 55 minutes post SPECIMEN collection (and running of the POCT if action is required 

post collection). 

5 Rules when reading POCTs



RULE TWO - READ ONE STRIP AT A TIME (Avoid Optical Illusions)

Light TEST LINES are the number one complaint by POCT technicians attempting to read 

results. There are two basic issues surrounding reading light TEST LINES.

ISSUE 1:  When is a light TEST LINE no longer a TEST LINE?

ISSUE 2:  When there is no TEST LINE, will our eyes perceive a TEST LINE?

 It is important to understand that the human eye is NOT like a camera nor do we

 use vision alone to interpret a POCT result. You may have heard of the term

 “Perception” before when referring to a person’s ability to recognize an image.

 Perception uses the combination of the information the eye captures with the

 historical information stored in the brain to “guess” at familiar images. When a POCT

 user reads the same NEGATIVE TEST LINE pattern repeatedly, the TEST LINE pattern 

 of a NEGATIVE result may be remembered and could play a role when a Non-

 Negative result is “perceived”.

THE SOLUTION:  Whether reading light TEST LINES or trying to avoid optical illusions, 

using two pieces of blank, white paper to cover up all but one of the POCT STRIPS can 

prevent this optical illusion and help the eye focus on each POCT strip individually. (see 

example below)



RULE THREE - READ THE RESULT, NEVER GUESS
If you are unsure of the result, asking others for help is no different than guessing. DO 

NOT EVER GUESS. Do not use your “best judgment” to interpret the result. If you are not 

confident in the result, you are guessing and should consider another interpretation 

method. 

THE SOLUTION 1:  Wait longer. TEST LINES generally intensify for up to 12-15 minutes. 

Allowing a POCT to develop longer than 5 minutes may help eliminate certain borderline 

scenarios. 

THE SOLUTION 2:  Run another POCT. Collecting a new SPECIMEN will help eliminate 

results obscured by DONOR tampering as most DONORS are not prepared for a second 

collection.

THE SOLUTION 3:  Send it to the Lab. The lab will be able to determine if the SPECIMEN is 

adulterated and provide a certified result.

RULE FOUR - TAKE A PICTURE
Capturing an image of a POCT result window at the time of interpretation improves 

reliability and creates a record and the ability to prove a result was interpreted correctly 

at a later date. 



 

Have the donor date and initial the POCT near the result window so the DONOR of the 

SPECIMEN can be identified at a later date. Save the photo in a secure location along 

with a copy of the original result form.

RULE FIVE - IF IN DOUBT SEND IT OUT (TO THE LAB)

The entire purpose of a rapid drug testing program is to determine which samples 

are negative. Any result other than NEGATIVE should be sent to the lab. This included 

inconclusive results.


